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PREFACE

The first part of the book ‘History of the United States of America’ is already in circulation and
received well by the students and teachers. The present book is a sequel of the Part-I and covers the
topics prescribed for paper-III of the DSE course of History. The pattern and style of presentation
remains the same. In the previous part we have discussed the history of the United States of America
till the end of the civil war. For the benefit and convenience of the readers, we have included in that
book a chapter on Abraham Lincoln.

The second part of the book, the history of the United States of America starts with the
reconstruction activities of Abraham Lincoln. Abraham Lincoln was assassinated, when this
process of reconstruction was continuing. Naturally, we went further to discuss the progress and
end of the reconstruction. The conditions of the South during and after reconstruction has been
discussed in a separate chapter. The activities of carpet baggers, scalawags and Ku Klux Klan is
also dealt with in this chapter. To discuss the growth of capitalism, big business, business cycles
and depression, a separate chapter has been inserted.

In DSE Paper-I, a chapter is there to describe the expansion of Frontier and Turner thesis.
The chapter also includes marginalisation, displacement and decimation of native Americans.
Case history of Tekumseh and Sahwnee Prophet is also included in this chapter. This chapter is
included in Part-II of the book to maintain chronological sequence. It was done so as the book
was basically planned to be published as a single volume. In next edition, effort will be made to
shift this chapter to Part-I of the book.

For Unit-II of the syllabus, we have included in this book topics like Agrarian Crisis,
Populism, urban corruption and progressivism. We have also discussed Labour Movements and
Unionisation. For New Deal, we have added a separate chapter.

This part of the book also deals with US imperialism in which events like Spanish. American
war and American expansion in the Far East and Latin America is also discussed. American
participation in both the world wars has also been dealt with. We have also discussed the Afro-
American movements in the USA. In this chapter, the role of Booker T. Washington, W.E.B.
Dubois and Marcus Garvey is also evaluated. Another chapter is devoted to denote the Lowell
Factory System, women’s right movement as well as the movement for women’s suffrage. The
condition and the rise of Afro-American women is also included in this chapter. There is also a
chapter to discuss the development of different religious cults in the USA. Under the perview of
this chapter, efforts are made to discuss early revivalism, Puritans, Quakers, Mormons and
Temperance movement. The last chapter deals with the Mass Culture of America and the major
literary trend in the USA between 1900 and 1945 AD.

I am happy that this part of the book is going to be published soon. On this occasion, I thank
Mr. Niraj Pandey and Vijay Pandey of Himalaya Publishing House. I am also thankful to Mr.
Bijoy Kumar Ojha for his interest and effort in the publication of the book. Teachers and students
are the real evaluator of a book. Their suggestions on the errors and improvement of this book
shall be solemnly acknowledged and the author will try his best to include the constructive and
relevant suggestions in the next edition of this book. I hope that this book shall be useful for the
students, teachers and general readers.

Hemanta Kumar Mohapatra
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Reconstruction – Different Phases,
The New South, Participation and

Reactions

In the history of the United States of America, the term ‘Reconstruction’ is used to denote a
period of activities (1865-77) that followed the American Civil War fought between 1861 and
1865. During this period of reconstruction attempts were made to redress the inequities of slavery.
Efforts were also made to rationalise the socio-economic and political legacy of slavery. Attempts
were made to solve the problems arising from the readmission to the union of the eleven states
that had seceded at or before the outbreak of the Civil War. Thus, the word Reconstruction is used
to signify reform of the union so as to ensure that recalcitrant states would accept as binding the
decisions of the federal authority on such matters as slavery and civil rights. Reconstruction was a
time of fundamental socio-economic and political change. It was the first American experiment in
inter-racial democracy. The focal point of this massive socio-political exercise was human right
issue of the American African slaves.

BACKGROUND AND ORIGIN OF RECONSTRUCTION

The Civil War had devastating effect especially on the eleven Southern Confederated States.
The union forces at one point occupied 162 urban centres out of 297 such centres in the South. As
per the 1861 census, the total urban population of the confederacy was 8,35,000. Out of this
6,81,000 people were affected by the offensive action of the union forces. Some towns in the
South like Atlanta, Charleston, Columbia, Richmond were either nearly destroyed or severely
damaged. In the small towns the damage was comparatively less. Out of 830 courthouses only 45
were damaged. Forty per cent of the South’s livestock had been killed during the Civil War.
Many plantations and farms were damaged during the military action. Some of the farms stood
beyond repair. The union armies had systematically destroyed the railways and riverboat service
system of the South.

The huge cost of the Confederate war effort took a high toll on the economic infrastructure of
the South. It is estimated that the cost of the confederate war effort was around 3.3 billion
American Dollar. Such cost was calculated on the basis of human capital, government
expenditures and physical destruction.

After the Civil War the confederate dollar was worthless due to high rate of inflation. The
people in the South had to resort to bartering services for goods or else use scarce union dollars.

Slaves were the epicentre of South’s plantation economy. With the emancipation of the
Southern slaves, the entire economy of the South had to be rebuilt. The Southerner lost their
enormous investment on the salves. The white planters had little capital to pay freedman workers
to bring in crops.

(1)
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Freedmen/Freedwomen － A freedman or a freedwoman was a former slave who has been
released from slavery usually by the legal means. Historically slaves were freed either by
manumission (granted freedom by their owner) or by emancipation (granted freedom as a part
of a larger group).

As a substitute of plantation slave there developed a system of sharecropping. Sharecropping
is a form of agriculture in which a landowner allows a tenant to use the land in return for a share
of the crops produced in their portion of land. In South the white landowners broke up large
plantations and rented small lots to the freedmen and their families. The South was transformed
from an elite minority of landed gentry slaveholders into a tenant farming agriculture system.

There was also demographic transformation after the Civil War. New freedmen and women
migrated to the cities in large number. In urban industrial centres the African Americans were
relegated to the lowest paying jobs such as unskilled and service labour. Freedmen worked as rail
workers, rolling and lumber mills workers. They also worked at hospitality centres. Black women
were largely engaged in domestic works as cooks, maids and child nurses. They also worked as
laundresses as well as waitresses in the hotels.

Another impact of the Civil War was a great number of death of white men of military age in
the South. A number of families were rendered destitute. In 1857 AD the per capita income of the
Southerners was 125 dollar. It was reduced and by 1879 it was only $ 80.

End of Slavery and birth of Freedom

The Civil War brought to America a new birth to freedom. During the war began the nation’s
efforts to come in terms with the destruction of slavery and to define the meaning of freedom. At
the outset, the Lincoln administration insisted that restoring the union was its only purpose. But as
slaves by thousands abandoned the plantations and headed for union lines, and military victory
eluded the North Lincoln made the destruction of slavery a war aim. Accordingly slaves were
emancipated by the announcement of the Emancipation Proclamation in January 1863. During the
Civil War around two lakhs blacks soldiers had served in the union army and navy. Naturally they
staked a claim to citizenship in the postwar nation.

The defeat of the confederate and the end of slavery brought far-reaching changes in the lives
of the Southerners. The destruction of slavery led to conflict between blacks and the whites in the
South. The blacks sought to breathe substantive meaning into their freedom by asserting their
independence from white control. The whites sought to retain as much as possible of the old order.
Former slaves relished the opportunity to flaunt their liberation from the innumerable regulations
of slavery. After the Civil War, they sought to give meaning to freedom by reuniting families
separated under slavery, establishing their own churches and schools, seeking economic
autonomy and demanding equal civil and political rights. Many former slaves believed that their
years of unrequited labour gave them a claim to land. They coined a slogan “forty acres and a
mule”. White reluctance to sell to blacks and the federal government’s decision not to redistribute
land in the South, meant that only a small percentage of the freedpeople became land owners.
Most of them worked for wages on white owned plantation.
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The Problems of the White Southerners

The white planters found it hard to adjust to the end of slavery. They were accustomed to
absolute control over the labour force. Naturally many of them sought to restore the old order and
discipline. But they were vehemently opposed by the freedpeople, who equated freedom with
economic autonomy. Many white formers thrown into poverty by the war, enter into cotton
production instead of growing food for their own families. Out of the conflicts on the plantations,
new system of labour slowly emerged to take place of slavery. Sharecropping dominated the
cotton and tobacco South while wage labour was the rule on sugar plantations.

The casualties in the Civil War was very high. According to an estimated 6,50,000 men died
in the Civil War. Out of them 2,60,000 men were from Confederate South. Thus one fifth of the
South’s adult white population were killed during the military operation.

The white Southerners could not reconcile to their defeat and humiliation in the Civil War.
They reacted to the defeat as well as to the emancipation with dismay. Many families had
suffered the loss of loved ones and destruction of property. Some of them thought of leaving the
South altogether, or retreated into nostalgia for the old South and the lost cause of the
Confederacy. Many white Southerners joined memorial associations that established Confederate
cemeteries and monuments throughout the region. Others, unwilling to accept a new relationship
to former slaves, resorted to violent opposition to the new world being created around them.

Origin of the Reconstruction

American debate over reconstruction centred around three primary questions. They are:
(1) On what terms should the defeated Confederacy be reunited with the Union?
(2) Who should establish these terms, Congress or the President?
(3) What should be the place of former slaves in the political life of the South?

During the Civil War, the Radical Republican leaders argued that
slavery and slave power had to be permanently destroyed. The moderates
said this could be easily accomplished as soon as Confederate armies
surrendered and the Southern States repealed secession and accepted the
13th Amendment. President Lincoln was the leader of the moderate
Republicans and wanted to speed up Reconstruction and reunite the
nation painlessly and quickly.

The process of reconstructing the union began in 1863, two years
before the Confederacy formally surrendered. After major union
victories of Gettysburg and Vicksburg, President Abraham Lincoln
issued the Proclamation of Amnesty and Reconstruction in which he
outlined Ten Per cent Plan.The plan stipulated that each secessionist

Abraham Lincoln

State had to redraft its constitution and could reenter the union only after ten per cent of its
eligible voters pledged an oath of allegiance to the United States. Many Radical Republicans
believed that Lincoln’s plan was too lenient and they opposed the Ten Per cent Plan. They wanted
to punish the South for secession from the Union, transform the Southern society and safeguard
the rights of former slaves.
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Wade-Davis Bill (1864) － As an alternative to the Ten-Per cent Plan, the Radical
Republicans and their moderate Republican allies passed the Wade-Davis Bill in 1864. This bill
was written by two radical Republicans, Senator Benjamin Wade of Ohio and Representative
Henry Winter Davis of Maryland. Under this bill, states could be readmitted to the union only
after 50 per cent of voters took an oath of allegiance to the union. Lincoln pocket vetoed the bill,
however, effectively killing it by refusing sign it before Congress went into recess. Some of the
Republicans were already convinced that equal rights for former slaves had to accompany the
South’s readmission to the union. In his last speech on April 11, 1865 Lincoln referring to
Reconstruction in Louisiana expressed his view that some blacks ‘the very intelligent’ and those
who had served in the union army ought to enjoy the right to vote.

However, the rift between the moderate and radical supporters of the Reconstruction
widened. The moderates wanted to save the union and win the war. They were supporting
Abraham Lincoln wholeheartedly. But the Radicals wanted to effect a more complete change
within Southern Society. Frederick Douglass a radical protagonist of Reconstruction denounced
Lincoln’s 10% electorate plan as undemocratic since state admission and loyalty only depended
on a minority vote.

During the tenure of Abraham Lincoln itself there was a sea of change in the matrimonial
field of the slaves. In spite of emancipation before 1864 slave marriage were not recognised
legally. But when freed many slaves made official marriages. Before emancipation, slaves could
not enter into contracts, including marriage contracts. The slaves had to content with community -
recognised marriages. But after 1864 slave marriages got official status as they had become
freedmen and women.

Another landmark during the Pre-Reconstruction era was the law of Freedman’s Bureau. In fact
the Freedmen’s Bureau Bill became law on March 3, 1865. This bill was sponsored by the
Republicans to aid freedmen and white refugees. As far the requirement of the act a Freedmen’s
Bureau was created to provide food, clothing, fuel and advice on negotiating labour contracts. The
Freedmen’s Bureau made sincere attempt to establish a new rational relation between the freedmen
and their former masters. The Bureau was authorised to lease the confiscated land for a period of
three years and sell it in portions of up to 40 acres per buyer. The Bureau’s life span was temporary
and it was to expire after one year of the official termination of the war. Lincoln was killed before he
could appoint a Commissioner of the Bureau. However, with the help of the Bureau the freedmen
started voting, forming political parties and assuming control of labour in many areas.

Colour discrimination was also banned and equality and rights of the African Americans was
broadened. Discrimination in carrying US mail, in riding on public streets cars in Washington DC
and in pay for soldiers were outlawed.

In the month of February 1865, Abraham Lincoln and his Secretary of State William H.
Seward held discussion with three Southern representatives to discuss peaceful reconstruction of
the Union and the Confederacy. The meeting took place at Hampton Roads, Virginia on February
3, 1865. The Southern representatives were Alexander H Stephens, John A. Campbell and Robert
M.T. Hunter. They proposed (1) Union recognition of Confederacy (2) a joint union-Confederate
attack on Mexico to oust dictator Maximilian, and (3) an subordinated status of servitude of the
blacks rather than slavery. But Abraham Lincoln flatly rejected recognition of the Confederacy.
He also made it clear that slaves covered by his Emancipation Proclamation would not be
enslaved. He also said that the Union States were about to pass the 13th Amendment outlawing
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slavery. The 13th Amendment was approved in January 31, 1865. But it was ratified in the month
of December.

Thirteenth Amendment to the US Constitution abolished slavery and involuntary servitude
except as punishment for crime. It was passed by the Senate on April 8, 1864 and by the House
of Representatives on January 31, 1865.

Lincoln continued to advocate the Louisiana Plan as a model for all states up until his
assassination on April 14, 1865. This plan successfully started the Reconstruction process of
ratifying 13th Amendment in all states. Lincoln is typically portrayed as taking the moderate
position and fighting the Radical position.

On March 4, 1865, Abraham Lincoln delivered his second inaugural speech. In this speech he
reaffirmed his generous stance towards the reunification of Confederate States. Lincoln’s
inaugural address had included the following few lines -

“With malice towards none, with charity for all, with firmness in the right, as God gives us to
see the right, let us strive on to finish the work we are in, to bind up the nation’s wounds; to
care for him who shall have borne the battle and for his widow and orphan to do all which
may achieve and cherish a just and lasting peace, among ourselves, and with all nations”.

On 11 April, 1865 Lincoln delivered his last public speech, in which he continued to uphold a
lenient reconstruction policy. But tragically President Lincoln was assassinated on 14th April, 1865.

ASSASSINATION OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN AND CONTINUANCE OF
PRESIDENTIAL RECONSTRUCTION

The date was April 14, 1865. President. President Abraham Lincoln was assassinated by
John White Booth in Ford’s Theatre in Washington D.C. He died the next morning on 15th April
1865. It was a great jolt to the process of Presidential Reconstruction which was formally started
by him with his “Proclamation of Amnesty and Reconstruction” in 1863. Some historians are of
the view that had Lincoln lived would have handled Congress during the process of
reconstruction in a better way. Lincoln’s flexibility, pragmatism and superior political skills with
Congress would have solved Reconstruction with far less difficulty. Lincoln’s biographers
Randall and Current argued that “It is likely that had he lived, Lincoln would have followed a
policy similar to Johnson’s, that he would have clashed with Congressional Radicals, that he
would have produced a better result for the freedmen that occurred and that his political skills
would have helped him avoid Johnson’s mistakes”.

After the assassination and death of Abraham Lincoln, Vice President Andrew
Johnson assumed the Presidency on 15th April 1865. Presidential Reconstruction
which started effectively with Abraham Lincoln in 1863 was continued with
Andrew Johnson. When Johnson was the Vice President he had taken a hard line
and spoke of hanging the rebel Confederates. But when he succeeded Abraham
Lincoln as President Johnson took a much softer position pardoning many
Confederate leaders and former Confederates. Jefferson Davis was held in prison
for two years, but other Confederate leaders were set free. There was no treason
trials. Only one person Captain Henry Wirz, the Commandant of the prison
camp in Andersonville, Georgia, was executed for war crimes.

Andrew Johnson
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Presidential Reconstruction under Johnson readmitted the Southern States using Lincoln’s
Ten Per cent Plan. Johnson also ordered the Freedmen’s Bureau to return all confiscated lands to
their original owners. Land was returned that would have been forfeited under the Confiscation
Acts passed by Congress in 1861 and 1862.

Johnson also outlined how new state governments would be created. Apart from the
requirement that they abolish slavery, repudiate secession and abrogate the Confederate debt,
these governments were granted a freehand in managing their affairs. The Southern State
Governments responded by enacting the ‘black codes’.

Black Codes － In the United States, the Black Codes were laws passed by Democrat
Controlled Southern States in 1865 and 1866 and ended in 1877 because of the Reconstruction
after Civil War. The Black Codes were pro-slavery and aimed at to limit the civil rights of slaves
or freed slaves. Before the US Civil War, Southern States published their Black Codes with
impunity. But after the war their renewed interest in amending their Black Codes, this time to
limit the civil rights of the slaves the Civil War had freed, quickly attracted the attention of the
federal government, resulting in the rapid repeal of each all the Black Codes, especially with the
ratification of the 14th Amendment in 1868. Some common elements of Black Codes were -

 Race was defined by blood, the presence of any amount of black blood made one black.
 Employment was required of all freedmen, violators faced vagrancy charges
 Freedmen could not assemble without the presence of a white person

The Black Code laws required African American to sign yearly labour contracts and in other
ways sought to limit the freedmens economic option and re-establish plantation discipline.
African Americans strongly resisted the implementation of these measures and they seriously
undermined Northern support for Johnson’s policies.

The Black Codes were too much derogatory to the Freedmen. As per the codes the Freedmen
would have more rights than did free blacks before the Civil War, but they would still have only a
limited set of second class civil rights, no voting rights, no citizenship. They could not own
firearms, serve on a jury in a law suit involving whites or more about without employment. Black
Codes outraged northern opinion. They were overthrown by the Civil Rights Act of 1866 that
gave the freedom full legal equality (except for the Right to Vote).

American congress assembled in the month of December, 1865. In this congress Radical
Republicans like Thaddeus Stevens (member of the House of Representatives from
Pennsylvania)/House and Senator Charles Sumner from Massachusetts called for the
establishment of new Southern governments based on equality before the law and universal
manhood suffrage. But the moderate Republicans hoped to work with Johnson while modifying
his programme. Congress refused to seat the representatives and the senators elected from the
Southern States. In early 1866, the congress renewed the ‘Freedmens Bureau’ and passed the
‘Civil Rights Bills’. The first extended the life of an agency congress had created in 1865 to
oversee the transition from slavery to freedom. The Civil Rights Bill defined all persons born in
the United States as national citizens, who were to enjoy equality before the law.

Johnson vetoed congress’s attempt to renew the charter of the Freedmen’s Bureau in 1866.
But the congress was successful in overriding Johnson’s veto on the second try and Bureau’s
charter was renewed. The Civil Rights Bill had also the same fate. The bill was meant for
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granting the emancipated blacks the right to sue, the right to serve on juries and several other
legal rights. Johnson vetoed it but the congress was able to muster enough strength to override it.

The Radical Republicans also passed the 13th and 14th Amendment which respectively
abolished slavery and made freed slaves US citizens.

14th Amendment － The 14th Amendment of the US Constitution was adopted on July 9,
1868 as one of the Reconstruction Amendments. The amendment addresses citizenship rights
and equal protection of the laws and was proposed in response to issues related to former
slaves following the American Civil War.

The Freedmen with the strong backing of the Freedmen’s Bureau, rejected gang labour work
patterns that had been used in slavery. Instead of gang labour, freed people preferred family based
labour groups. They forced planters to bargain for their labour. Such bargaining soon led to the
establishment of the system of sharecropping, which gave the Freedmen greater economic
independence and social autonomy than gang labour. However, because they lacked capital and
the planters continued to own the means of production like tools, draft, animals and land, the
Freedmen were forced into producing cash crops like cotton for the land owners and merchants
and they entered into a crop-lien system. Widespread poverty, disruption to an agricultural
economy too dependent on cotton, and the following price of cotton, led within decades to the
routine indebtedness of the majority of the Freedmen and poverty by many planters.

During fall of 1865, out of response to the black codes and worrisome signs of southern
recalcitrance, the Radical Republicans blocked the readmission of the former rebellious states to
the congress. Johnson, however, was content with allowing former Confederate States into the
unions as long as their State Governments adopted the 13th Amendment abolishing slavery. By
December 6, 1865 the amendment was ratified and Johnson considered Reconstruction over.

Many Southerners reacted violently by the passage by the congress of the Civil Right Bill of
1866 and the two amendments. White supremacists in Tennessee formed the Ku Klux Klan, a
street organisation meant to terrorize southern blacks and keep them in their place. Race riots and
mass murders of former slaves occurred in Memphis and New Orleans that same year.

Ku klux Klan － The Ku Klux Klan is also called KKK or simply Klan.
It was the combination of three distinct movements in the United States
of America. It advocated extremist reactionary position such as White
Supremacy, White nationalism, anti-immigration. Later on it advocated
Nordicism, anti-catholicism and anti-semitism. KKK used terrorism as its
method. They believed in physical assault and murder against groups or
individuals whom they opposed. All three movements have called for the
purification of American society and all are considered right wing

extremist organisations. They also professed political ideologies like nativism, Anti-
Communism, Christian terrorism. Their espoused religion was Protestantism.

There were three clans. The first one flourished between 1865 to 1870s. Ku Klux Klan
was founded in Pulaski, Tennessee on December 24, 1865. The first clan of 1860s and 70s
sought to overthrow the Republican State Governments in the South during the Reconstruction
Era, especially by using violence against African Americans leaders. They were responsible for
the Memphis Riots of May 1866. With numerous chapters across the South it was suppressed
around 1871 through Federal law enforcement.
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The Second Klan was founded in 1915 and flourished in the USA in the mid 1920s. The
third Klan emerged after the World War II. It is continuing till now. The third Klan focused on
opposition to the Civil Rights Movement, often using violence and murder to suppress
activities. It is classified as a hate group by the Anti-Defamation League and the Southern
Poverty Law Centre.

Johnson blamed congress for the violence and went on what he called a ‘Swing around the
Circle”, touering the country to speak out against Republicans and encourage voters to elect
Democrats to congress. However, many of Johnson's speeches were so abrasive and even racist
that he ended up convincing more people to vote against his party in the midtown election of
1866.

Radical Or Congressional Reconstruction

In the congressional election of 1866, Northern voter’s overwhelmingly repudiated Johnson’s
policies. The congress that convened in 1867 was far more radical than the previous one. It
decided to begin the Reconstruction anew. The congress wasted no time executing its own plan
for the Radical Reconstruction of the South. It took at least three major steps in this direction.
They were -

(1) The First Reconstruction Act - 1867
(2) The Second Reconstruction Act - 1867
(3) Fifteenth Amendment of the American Constitution

The First Reconstruction Act - 1867: This act was also known as the Military
Reconstruction Act. It became law on March 2, 1867 over the veto of President Andrew Johnson.
The act applied to all the ex-confederate states in the South, except Tennessee which had already
ratified the fourteenth Amendment. This act divided the South into five conquered/military
districts. Each of the districts would be governed by the US military until a new government was
established. It was also specified that states would have to enfranchise former slaves before
readmission to the Union.

The Second Reconstruction Act - 1867: The Second Reconstruction Act of March 23, 1867
supplemented the First Reconstruction Act. The First Reconstruction Act left the Southern States
in confusion to whose role it was to reinforce the legislation. The Second Reconstruction Act
altered the first in the method of counting votes. This Second Reconstruction Act put the military
in charge of Southern voter registration.

With these two Reconstruction Acts began the period of Radical or Congressional
Reconstruction which lasted until the end of the last Southern Republican Government in 1877.

Fifteenth Amendment of American Constitution: The Fifteenth Amendment of the
American Constitution is taken as a part of the Congressional Reconstruction Programme. This
amendment prohibited the federal and State Governments from denying a citizen the right to vote
based on that citizens race, colour or previous condition of servitude.

In an effort to limit Johnson’s executive powers, congress passed the Tenure of Office Act in
1867. This act required the President to consult the House and Senate before removing any
Congressionally appointed cabinet members. Radicals took this measure in an attempt to protect
Secretary of War, Edwin M. Stanton, a carryover from Lincoln’s cabinet and a crucial figure in
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military Reconstruction. When Johnson ignored the Tenure of Office Act and fired Stanton,
Republicans in the House impeached him by a vote of 126-47. After a tense trial the senate voted
to acquit the President by a margin of only one vote.

By 1870 all the former Confederate States had been readmitted to the Union and nearly all
were controlled by the Republican Party.

Countless carpetbaggers (northerners who moved to the South after war) and Scalawags
(white Unionists and Republicans in the South) flocked to the South during Reconstruction and
exerted significant influence there. Along with the sharecroppers the carpetbaggers and the
Scalawags made up Southern Republicanism.

Carpetbaggers: In the history of the United States, a carpetbagger was a Northerner who
moved to the South after the American Civil War during the Reconstruction era (1863-1877).
Many white Southerners denounced them, fearing they would loot and plunder the defeated South
and be politically allied with the Radical Republicans.

Dictionary Definition - (Merrian - Webster) -
(1) a Northerner in the South after the American Civil War usually seeking private gain

under the reconstruction government.
(2) outsider, especially a non-resident or new resident who seeks private gain from

an area often by meddling in its business and politics.

Sixty carpetbaggers (who had returned to South after the Civil War ) were elected as
Republicans to congress. The majority of Republican governors in the South during
Reconstruction were from the North. According to historian Eric Foner “Most Carpetbaggers
probably combine the desire for personal gain with a commitment to taking part in an effort to
substitute the civilisation of freedom for that of slavery”. Carpetbaggers generally supported
measures aimed at democratising and modernising the South－Civil rights legislation, aid to
economic development, the establishment of public school systems.

Scalawag - (in US history) any Southerner who supported the Federal Plan of
Reconstruction after the Civil War or who joined with black Freedmen and the carpetbaggers in
support of Republican Party policies. The term is pejorative. Scalawags came from various
segments of Southern society. In the Deep South many were apt to be former Whigs of the
Planter-merchant aristocracy. In the upper South, they were often hill-country formers whose
sympathies during the war had been unionist. Altogether, during the Reconstruction era,
scalawags constituted perhaps 20 per cent of white electorate, a sizable force in any election or
constitutional convention. The origin of the term in unclear, but it was known in the US from at
least the 1840s, at first denoting a worthless farm animal and then denoting a worthless person.

Sharecroppers － Most former slaves in the South, meanwhile, became sharecroppers
during the period of Reconstruction, leasing plots of land from their former masters in exchange
for a percentage of crop yield. By 1880 more than 80% of Southern blacks had become
sharecroppers.

Carpetbaggers or recent arrivals from the North, were former union soldiers, teachers,
Freedmen Bureau’s agents and businessmen. Scalawags were native born white. Republicans,
included some businessmen and planters, but most were non-slaveholding small formers from the
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Southern upland. Loyal to the union during the Civil War, they saw the Republican Party as a
means of keeping out confederates from regaining power in the South.

In every state, African Americans formed the overwhelming majority of Southern Republican
voters. From the beginning of Reconstruction, black conventions and newspapers throughout the
South had called for the extension of full civil and political rights to African Americans. The
black political leadership pressed for elimination of the racial caste system and the economic
uplifting of the former slaves. Sixteen African Americans served in congress during
Reconstruction, including Hiram Rhodes Revels and Blanche Kelso Bruce in the US Senate -
more than 600 in state legislatures and hundreds more in local offices from sheriff to justice of
peace scattered across the South. So, called ‘black supremacy’ never existed, but the advent of
African American in position of political power marked a dramatic break with the country’s
traditions and aroused bitter hostility from Reconstruction opponents.

Reconstruction governments established the South’s first state－funded public school systems,
sought to strengthen the bargaining power of plantation labourers, made taxation more equitable
and outlawed racial discrimination in public transportation and accommodations. They also
offered lavish aid to railroads and other enterprises in the hope of creating a new South, whose
economic expansion would benefit blacks and whites alike. But the economic programme
spawned corruption and rising taxes alienating increasing numbers of white voters.

There was social and economic transformation of the South. For the blacks “Freedom” meant
liberation from white control. Reconstruction provided the opportunity for African Americans to
solidify their family ties and to create independent religious institutions, which became centres of
community life that survived long after Reconstruction ended.

The former slaves demanded economic independence. Blacks hopes that the federal
government would provide them with land. But President Johnson in the summer of 1865 ordered
land in Federal hands to be returned to its former owners. The dream of “40 acres and a mule”
was still to born. Lacking land most former slaves had little option other than resuming work on
plantations owned by whites. Some worked for wages and others as sharecroppers, who divided
the crop with the owner at the end of the year. For decades most Southern blacks remained
propertyless and poor.

There was continuous opposition to the the Reconstruction by the white Southerners. White
supremacist organisation like Ku Klux committed terrorist acts and targeted local Republicans
leaders for beating and assassination. African Amercians who asserted their rights in dealings
with white employees, teachers, ministers became their targets. At Colfax, Louisiana in 1873
scores of black militiamen were killed. The New South governments looked Washington D.C. For
assistance.

Exit of President Johnson and the Presidency of Ulysses S. Grant

The Presidency of Andrew Johnson came to an end on March 4, 1986. Ulysses S. Grant of the
Republican Party became the next (18th) President in 1869 and continued as such till 1877. At the
outset the Radical Republicans were delighted. But Grant proved to be a liability for the Radical
Republican Reconstructionists. Grant’s inefficiency brought to an end to the process of
Reconstruction.
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However, Grant was responsible for the dismantling the Ku Klux
Klan during the Reconstruction. President Grant mobilised the Justice
Department and secured thousands of indictments against their leaders.
In 1871, he also oversaw the passage of the so called Ku Klux Klan Act
which armed him with the power to declare martial law and suspend
habeas corpus in areas deemed to be in a state of insurrection. The law
got its first test later that year, when Grant sent troops into South
Carolina and drove away thousands of Klansmen out of the State.
Thanks to the effort of Federal administration the hooded extremists
(Klan) were effectively cowed into submission over the next few years.
They would not resurface in force until the 1910s.

Ulysses S. Grant

During the tenure of U.S. Grant, the Congress approved the 15th Amendment, prohibiting
states from restricting the right to vote because of race. Then it enacted a series of Enforcement
Acts authorising national action to suppress political violence. Grant was re elected in 1872 in the
most peaceful election of the period.

During both the terms as the President Grant was proved to be an indecisive and weak
personality. Because Grant had difficulty saying ‘No’ many of his cabinet posts and appointments
ended up being filled by corrupt, incompetent men who were no more than spoils-seekers. As a
result scandal after scandal rocked Grant’s administration and damaged his reputation. In 1869,
reporters uncovered a scheme by millionaires Jim Fisk and Jay Gould to corner the gold market
by afflicting inflating gold prices. Schuyler Colfax, Vice President of the time was forced to
resign for his complicity in the Credit Mobilizer Scandal in 1872. Grant lost even more credibility
during his second term, when his personal secretary helped embezzle millions of dollars from the
US treasury as a member of the Whiskey Ring.

DECLINING AND END OF RECONSTRUCTION

In 1872, there was a confusion in the rank and file of the Republican Party. The Liberal
Republicans broke from the ranks of moderate and radicals. The Liberal Republicans wanted to
institute reform downsize the federal government and bring a swift end to Reconstruction. They
nominated New York Tribune editor Horace Greeley as their Party’s presidential candidate. But
Grant easily defeated Greeley by more than 200 electoral votes and seven lakhs popular votes.

In 1873, there was a serious economic depression in the USA. The causes of this depression
were overspeculation in the railway industry, manufacturing and bad bank loans. Millions lost
their jobs and unemployment climbed as high as 15 per cent. Many blacks, landless whites and
immigrants from North to South suffered greatly, demanding relief from Federal government.
Republicans refusing to give into demands to print more paper money, instead withdrew money
from the economy by passing the Resumption Act of 1875 to curb skyrocketing inflation. This
power play by Republicans prompted northerners to vote Democrats in the midterm election of
1876, effectively ending Radical Reconstruction.

By the mid 1870s Democrats captured the South, reseating themselves in the Sourthern
legislatures by driving blacks and white unionists away from the polls and employing violence
and other unethical tactics to win state elections. In the late 1870s and early 1880s, a conservative
Supreme Court also struck down much of the Civil rights legislation that Radical Republicans had
passed. In the 1873, Slaughterhouse cases, the court ruled that the 14th Amendment safeguarded a
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person rights only at a federal level, not at a state level. In 1876, the Court ruled in United States
Vs Cruikshank that only states and their courts－not the federal government－could prosecute Ku
Klux Klan members under Ku Klux Klan Act of 1871. Thus a series of Supreme Court decisions
severely limited the scope of Reconstruction laws and constitutional amendments.

Reconstruction was really in rough weather. During 1870s Republican retreated from both the
racial egalitarianism and the broad definition of federal power spawned by the Civil War. As
Northern Republicans became more conservative, Reconstruction came to symbolise a misguided
attempt to uplift the lower classes of society. By 1876 only South Carolina, Florida and Louisiana
remained under Republican control.

Disputed Election of 1876 and the end of the Reconstruction

As the election of 1876 approached, Democrats nominated Samuel J.
Tilden, campaigned for restoration of the union and an end to
government corruption. The Republican Party on the other hand choose
the virtually unknown Rutherford B. Hayes. Many Northern voters tired
of Reconstruction and hoping for more federal relief because of
depression voted Democrats. Ultimately Trilden received 2.5 lakhs more
vote than Hayes and 184 of the 185 electoral votes needed to become
President. With the election result hanging in the balance, Congress
passed “Electoral Court Act” in early 1877. According to this Act a 15
man Commission was created. Of the fifteen members eight e
Republicans and seven were democrats. The votes in South Carolina,

Rutherford B. Hayes

Louisiana and Florida were to be recounted. Ultimately the Commission decided by 8 to 7 vote
that Republican Rutherford B. Hayes had carried all the above three states. Resentment and
political dead lock threatened to divide the country. But both the parties were able to avoid
division and strike a deal with the Compromise of 1877. Democrats agreed to concede the
presidency to the Republicans in exchange for complete with drawal of federal troops from the
South. Hayes became President of US, withdrew the troops and ended Reconstruction.

SUMMARY AND ASSESSMENT

Reconstruction started to heal the wound created by the Civil War. In fact, it continued from
1863 to 1977. Obviously the Reconstruction had two main objectives namely (1) the re-
integration of states of the confederacy (eleven in number) with the Union and (2) to end the
slavery from the USA. But the time was highly volatile and the aforesaid tasks of the
Reconstruction were hardly to be achieved completely. And that is why it is said that the
Reconstruction was a failure.

In spite of the motive of the Reconstruction the emotional integration of the South and North
could hardly be materialised. Victorious Northerners saw this as a chance to completely end
slavery and have the South integrated back into the United States. Whereas, the Southerner saw
this period as a further insult added to the injury of the loss of the Civil War.

In fact Abraham Lincoln initiated the era of Reconstruction in 1863. He had plans to free
more slaves and grant them more sweeping freedoms. But the Radical Republicans thought that
the process was moving very slow. During the Reconstruction era more and more freedom were
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granted to the Freedmen under 13th, 14th and 15th Amendments of the American constitution. But
actually the amendments were not entirely effective. It was expected that the Freedmen would
march ahead with equality with their white neighbours. But racism persisted. It was agreed by the
critics that the anti-slavery goals of the Reconstruction were not fully realised until the Civil
Rights era in the 1950s and 1960s when African Americans were finally granted full rights
enjoyed by the whites rather than the ‘separate but equal’ clause that emerged from Plessy Vs
Ferguson.

Plessy Vs Ferguson－Plessy Vs Ferguson (163 US.537) was a landmark decision of the
US Supreme Court in 1896. It upheld the constitutionality of racist segregation laws for public
facilities as long as the segregated facilities were equal in quality, a doctrine that came to be
known as separate and equal.

Abraham Lincoln might have been a bit slow to grant freedom the Black African slaves but his
effort to integrate the South peacefully with the union was praiseworthy.

But after his assassination things went out of the track. Vice President Andrew Jackson
became the President but he made the entire vision of Reconstruction confused and slow. Johnson
forgave a number of ex-confederates and did not take the same steady approach as Abraham
Lincoln did. It was under Johnson that the ‘black codes’ were allowed to be passed. As it is stated
earlier the ‘black codes’ lowered the status of the African - Americans. It obstructed the right to
vote of the blacks. Johnson vetoed the renewal of Freedmen’s Bureau, which had served as a
positive organisation of the African Americans. For all such reluctance of Johnson to take ahead
the Reconstruction initiated by Abraham Lincoln, it is said that Reconstruction might have been
more successful if only Lincoln had been able to see “his patient plan through”. It seems that
Johnson had a devastating effect on the initial goals set forth by Lincoln’s vision of
Reconstruction. The Civil Rights Act of 1866 would have guaranteed blacks protection and
equality yet again. Johnson stepped in and vetoed this as well. Luckily the veto was eventually
blocked, but the fact remains that the leader of the United States had shown himself not to be
committed to the ideas of his predecessor. Although Johnson’s effort to block some of the bills
and movements that might have significantly helped black failed, he did have success again when
it came time to vote for 14th Amendment because he used his political influence to block a few of
the states from ratifying it, thus blocking the majority and causing the proposal to stagnate.

Abraham Lincoln wanted to preserve relations with the South after slavery and did not want
to generate too much animosity by moving ahead with the plans too drastically. The Radical
Republicans wanted immediate freedom of the slaves and granting them all the possible civil
rights. The Radical Republicans were also antagonistic to Andrew Johnson. The Radical
Republicans became carpetbaggers and scalwags and tried to bring their own politics to the South
whereas the Regular Republicans were a bit more conservative in their approach. It was the
Radical Republicans who finally led the movement to impeach Johnson and after this time they
gained greater numbers in Congress and were able to make some progress before the end of
Reconstruction with the 13th, 14th and 15th Amendments than Johnson might have otherwise
blocked or vetoed.

Thus the most important issue of Reconstruction, “the integration of freed slaves into the
Society” could not be materialised successfully. The constitutional amendments during the period
of reconstruction guaranteed to the African Americans certain civil liberties. Fourteen African
Americans were elected to the Congress and many more others served in State and local
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governments. But the rise of Klu Klux Klan and other supremacist groups in combination with the
Black Codes began to intimidate freed slaves and push back their civil liberties. The Supreme
Court of America also limited the rights of African Americans through its judgement in the
Slaughterhouse Case, US Vs Cruikshank case and US Vs Reese Case. The Sharecropping system
especially the crop lien system placed many African Americans into position of indebtedness.

Another major issue of the Reconstruction was the integration of the South former
Confederated States in the union. The union had the task to bring South back into the country an
equal footing, revive their economy and rebuild their shattered landscape. Divisions in the federal
government over reconstruction caused a failure to achieve these goals. The Northern disputes
sidetracked the union from real progress and did not help to bring the South back to the union.
During Reconstruction tremendous economic prosperity was recorded in the North. During this
economic movement of the North the political focus on the Reconstruction was severely
neglected. In North the first transcontinental railroad was completed, industrial inventions
abounded and industrial output skyrocketed. The Northern boom, in combination with a
subsequent depression had the effect of drawing attention away from Reconstruction.

The failure of the North to effectively rebuild the South and bring it back into the union
during the Reconstruction is evident after the time period. The unsuccessful nature of
Reconstruction can be judged from the economic gap between the North and South. Long into the
20th Century the South remained an one party region under the control of a reactionary ruling elite
that harboured hatred against North.

Some historians assessed the Reconstruction as a mega failure. The North could not rebuild
South effectively and bring back to the union. It appeared as if the freed slaves would become
equal with whites, but in fact racism was allowed to pervade into society. Reconstruction on the
whole was not able to achieve its goals of integrating South with the union and also integrating
the freed slaves into the society.

By the turn of the 19th Century and beginning of the 20th Century, a new racial system
emerged in the South. This new racial system had its base on the disenfranchisement of black
voters, a rigid system of ‘racial segregation’, the relegation of African Americans to low wage
agricultural and domestic employment and legal and extra legal violence to punish those who
challenged the new order. The Reconstruction Amendments were flagrantly violated but they
remained in the constitution as sleeping giants to be awakened by subsequent generations who
sought to redeem the promise of genuine freedom for the descendants of slavery. (Charles
Summer). During the Second Reconstruction in 1960s the issues of First Reconstruction was
revived and Civil Rights were fully restored to the African Americans.

MODEL QUESTIONS

Questions for Long Answers
(1) What is Reconstruction? Discuss its background and origin.
(2) Examine the Reconstruction under Abraham Lincoln.
(3) What was the approach of Andrew Johnson towards Reconstruction?
(4) Who were the Radical Republicans? Examine the progress of Reconstruction under them.
(5) In which circumstances the Reconstruction did come to an end?
(6) Write an essay on the Reconstruction in the USA.
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Short Notes
(a) Freedmen (b) Origin of the Reconstruction
(c) Proclamation of Amnesty and Reconstruction (d) Wade-Davis Bill
(e) Freedmens Bureau (f) 13th Amendment
(g) 14th Amendment (h) 15th Amendment
(i) Presidential Reconstruction (j) Radical Republicans
(k) Black Codes (l) Civil Rights Bill

(m) Ku Klux Klan (n) The First Reconstruction Act
(o) The Second Reconstruction Act (p) Tenure of Office Act
(q) Carpetbaggers (r) Scalawags
(s) Sharecroppers (t) Ulysses S Grant
(u) Disputed election of 1876 (v) Rutherford B. Hayes

Questions for Short Answers
(1) What was the magnitude of devastation of South during the Civil War ?
(2) What do you think that the two major issues arising out of the Civil War ?
(3) Who were the Freedmen?
(4) What was Sharecropping?
(5) What was the content of Emancipation Proclamation?When was it passed?
(6) What was the significance of the term “forty acres and a mule”?
(7) When and how did the Reconstruction originate?
(8) What was the ‘Proclamation of Amensty and Reconstruction’?
(9) What was “Ten Percent Plan?

(10) What was Wade Davis Bill?
(11) Who was Benjamin Wade?
(12) Who was Henry Winter Davis?
(13) What was the fate of Wade Davis Bill?
(14) What was Freedmen’s Bureau?
(15) What was the thirteenth Amendment of the American Constitution?
(16) Write a brief note on the assassination of Abraham Lincoln.
(17) What were the Fundamental Features of Johnson’s Reconstruction?
(18) What were the Black Codes?
(19) Who was Charles Summer?
(20) Who was Thaddeus Stevens?
(21) What was Civil Rights Bill?
(22) What was the 14th Amendment?
(23) What did the Ku Klux Klan advocate?
(24) What was Memphis Riot?
(25) What were the contents of First Reconstruction Act?
(26) What was the Second Reconstruction Act?
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(27) What was 15th Amendment?
(28) What was the Tenure of Office Act?
(29) Who were the Carpetbaggers?
(30) Who were the Scalawags?
(31) How did the Presidency of Ulysses S. Grant affect Reconstruction?
(32) What was Ku Klux Klan Act?
(33) What was the economic depression of 1873?
(34) Who was Rutherhold B. Hayes?
(35) What was electoral Count Act?
(36) What was the Compromise of 1877?
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